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Where Courage is Vanquished—Everything is Subject to Betrayal

It's gotten so bad that the elite no longer feel obliged to make a case for equity-based, 
identity inclusivity, they simply assume it as the accepted American narrative. As a re-
sult, networks insult our intelligence with a constant sprinkling of heavily-salted equity.

Larry Fink, CEO of BlackRock (which with its trillion dollar base may prove to be an 
arm of the US Government), is a leading spokesman for the 'equity crowd'. So as 'to 
get everyone in line' with established narrative 'memes of the day', Larry drones on  
about needed behavior change not coming naturally—changes require enforcement.

Where in the rich history of the US did Larry come up with this revelation—this 
epiphany? Are the rest of us misreading the forefather's intention in the Constitution 
and Bill of Rights? Are we missing some recondite, occult interpretation of the Constitu-
tion where citizen's rights transfer over to rights, specifically granted to government?

The underlying funcion of our founding documents intends to insure a 'fair playing 
field' upon which nature takes its course, producing 'winners and losers'. This lines-up 
with human nature, because life is a 'tough go', where, to do well requires prodigious 
individual effort—and wherein it is assumed that many will fail—falling by the wayside.

So, how did we get to where the Finks gain the ability to twist and deconstruct the 
most important document ever produced by mankind? How can it be that we find our-
selves trading our republic for communism—and the consequences of its dismal past?

This week, Vladimir Putin spoke the defining word—'betrayal'. Referencing, Yevgeny 
Prigozhin, who, either, in cahoots with the West or an 'out of control' ego', promoted 
civil war within Russia. If this proves to be a betrayal of Russia from within, added to an 
ongoing 'existential' Ukraine war with the West, 'betrayal' will not be forgiven by Putin. 

Ironically, with strong support for a circumspect, respected government, Russia has 
little to fear from civil strife—which is not the case in and for the US. Here, in a denial 
of human nature, we are abandoning our Constitution and what made our  nation great
—the 'courage' to pursue individual effort. When courage is lost betrayal is everywhere.

Few in America (Finks), will listen to Putin's speech where he points to the one sin 
he cannot forgive—'betrayal'. To recognize and stand-up to betrayal (in Aristotelian 
terms), requires a 'virtue' the Greeks placed above all others—'courage'. The courage 
to trust in ourselves and to disallow 'the narrative'. Without courage there is no liberty.

Of all virtues, contemporary Americans are short on courage. And it is always the 



case that persons of little courage view the world through 'a political lens'—assuming 
everyone views the world through that same lens. That's why there can be no rational 
discussion with ideologues—that's why there is not and cannot be peace with Russia.

What does it mean for our nation when those in charge support traitorous betrayal of 
the Constitution? Simply put, rogue policing agencies such as FBI/CIA/HS are power-
ful, but without authority. Authority is God-given—not something given or taken by man.

We find ourselves in a race between 'consciousness and separation'. The 'con-
sciousness' required to become aware of the terms and stake of the battle—or 'separa-
tion'—as in a complete loss of constitutional liberty. Americans are slowly waking up, 
but will they doze through a 'complete control takeover' by the 'princes of darkness'?

Our 'dimwitted' intelligence agencies needed a mutiny in Russia to work to offset  
'findings' that those they 'cancelling' over disputing viability of last election are being 
vindicated. As reported, had not the FBI/CIA/HS committed (treasonous?) acts to in-
sure suppression of evidence, Trump would have been re-elected. And though the US 
was diminished by what happened in Vietnam/Syria, stay tuned for the big 1—Ukraine.

This article, upon reflection, is not about Russia. No Russian gets to betray 'Mother 
Russia'. Here, instead, no one in the US gets to defend our founders, the Constitution, 
or the Bill of Rights, because our leaders, and those who follow, while 'lip-singing her 
praises'—denigrate the courage that formed this nation—to abandon and betray her.          

Consider some looming, existential questions: where is the national 'open discus-
sion' on US 'regime change 'policy'? In support for elite 'profit and power', why are 
elites allowed to destroy the dollar/economy—without referendum or representation? 

To understand 'the why' requires we analyze 3 things: 'profit/power/control'. Without 
understanding the nature of each, basic 'stupidity' cannot be seen as distinct from a 
'master plan'. Start with profit:  The war in Ukraine is described as a 'war of choice', but 
wrongly labelled as Putin's choice. At any place along the 'road to perdition' the US had 
opportunity to 'choose peace' and opted to not. What factors determined US choice?

Two things, lust for power, and profit, underlay this meaningless/unnecessary NATO 
effort to 'sap Russian resolve/patriotism'—for the sake of US unilateral control. To this 
end, US powers that be squandered/diverted resources away from domestic problems 
where they are desperately needed, so as to degrade Russia. This has failed badly.

'Profit' is a prime motivator—if Ukraine were a sports stadium it would be named-
Raytheon/General Dynamics Field. But 'power' is likely more important to US interests 
in Ukraine than profit. 'Control' is distinct from 'power', needing to be consequences of 
a consolidation plan that works—in UKR we are about to have our asses handed to us.        

Profit was a driving force behind the Covid/'vaccine'/ lockdown scenario. A company 
such as Moderna that accomplished little before Covid was suddenly counting its prof-
its in billions. People who were unrecognizable unknowns suddenly became 'rock 
stars'. But, being stupid, were incapable of taking total control. So, they did the lesser 
thing: lust after 'profit/power'. That said, a coming fight for total control—is undeniable.  

Suffice it to say I am unwilling to ascribe to the likes of Fauci/Birx, a level of cunning 
necessary to 'pull off' total control. So, what or who is pulling the levers of power be-
hind the plan to take that control? In order for the cunningly evil to motivate profit/pow-
er morons, requires a deeper dive into what elite institutions have in store for us, in 
their quest to institutionalize feudal servitude—in a not too distant future. Next time.  
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